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What you've been looking for in a Worshipful, easy listening CD. Enjoyable for the entire family. 17 MP3

Songs GOSPEL: Contemporary Gospel, GOSPEL: Traditional Gospel Details: The MOMENTS OF

SOLITUDE Volumes are a collection of intimate worship selections for your time of meditation on God.

God still speaks to His children and He has much to say to us. He wanted to communicate with us so

much that He left us His written Word. How can we desire God's spoken Word, yet not appreciate His

Written Word? It is in the passion for His written Word that we receive RHEMA - a personal, life changing

Word from God Almighty. Most of the challenges we face are direct results of racing through life, missing

that still small voice of our loving and gracious God. In your Moments of Solitude, allow God to speak to

your heart. In His presence, discover your potential and purpose in life. EUGENE AND ANDREA The

Sound... The Song... The Message... They are a husband and wife musical duo that combines

thought-provoking lyrics and passion-felt music to create a powerfully intimate musical experience. They

have a SOUND that is easy to embrace. Their SONGS are relevant to everyday life and their MESSAGE

provokes listeners to thirst for God and long for His presence. People of diverse ages, denominations and

cultures have shared how their music has added passion to their quiet time and meditation. Most

importantly, It has been used as a tool for evangalism and has inspired souls to embrace reconciliation,

hope and healing. Their testimony illustrates the beauty that is manifested when two become one.

BIOGRAPHY Eugene and Andrea are a husband and wife musical duo. For almost ten years, they have

been committed to bringing songs of praise and worship to the body of Christ. They have a sound that is

easy to embrace and ministers reconciliation, healing, and hope to all. Eugene and Andrea were college

sweethearts. Eugene's passion for music led him to pursue keyboard lessons where his skills as a

composer and arranger were recognized and developed. Andrea grew up singing in church and has been
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involved with groups whose styles varied from gospel and contemporary to spirituals and hymns. She

learned her greatest appreciation for music while singing with the Tuskegee University Golden Voices

Concert Choir, where she received most of her vocal training. As they combine their musical gifts and

love for God, they display the wonderful things that happen when two become one. Eugene and Andrea

homeschool their four sons and have actively participated in their local church ministry throughout their

marriage. They volunteer in the True Rock Ministries' Children and Youth departments as teachers and

assist in music programs. Eugene is a keyboard player for the worship teams. Andrea has served as a

worship leader and vocal coach in the music department and currently functions as a soloist. In addition,

they have participated with Intervarsity Christian Fellowship as volunteer campus staff and shared in

worship during regional conferences for large and small groups. Through their ministry of music, Eugene

and Andrea's aim has been to create songs that provoke listeners to thirst for God and long for His

presence. In 2002, they co-produced their first CD, Moments of Solitude. Their latest CD, Covenant of

Love, was released Spring 2003. These projects have received numerous praise reports. People from all

ages, denominations, and cultures have shared how these CDs have added passion to their devotion and

quiet time with the Lord. More importantly, they have been used as tools for evangelical outreach to the

unchurched and have spiritually inspired many lives toward change. ***Articles*** JAM - Jesus And Me
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